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BIOMASTER in a nutshell
BIOMASTER intends to prove that biomethane for transport can be an operational and viable option in spite of
the regulatory and fiscal barriers that hamper its replication.
The 4 participating regions, Małopolska Region (PL), Norfolk County (UK), Skåne Region (SE) and Trentino
Province (IT), are ready to exploit the potential of biomethane production and use for transport to overcome
the current impasse and bring the key components of the biomethane chain into a joint initiative, stimulating
investments, removing non‐technological barriers and mobilising action for uptake.
The qualifying characters of BIOMASTER are the commitment of a "waste‐to‐wheel” partnership, the set‐up of
networks to involve local stakeholders, the intention to address the potential sources of biomethane
production, the potential for total production and use, the available distribution modes, and the legal,
organisational and financial barriers. A key ambition of the project is to focus on biomethane grid injection.
The goal is to bridge the knowledge and operational gaps fragmenting the biomethane chain and to establish
local alliances of stakeholders to foster open dialogue and create a mutual understanding which will facilitate
an increase in actions along this biomethane chain.

BIOMASTER is a project, co‐funded by the Intelligent Energy Europe‐Programme and is composed of 17
partners, coming from Austria, Italy, Poland, Sweden and the United Kingdom. It will run from 01 May 2011
until 30 April 2014.

The sole responsibility for the content of this document lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the European Union. Neither the EACI nor the European Commission are responsible for any use that
may be made of the information contained therein.
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Executive Summary
This report presents and analyses policies, programmes and approaches for the development, market
introduction and diffusion of CNG/Biomethane vehicles. In particular, it reviews government policies in the
different region of the BIOMASTER Project: Małopolska Region (PL), Norfolk County (UK), Skåne Region (SE) and
Trentino Province (IT).
The situation appears very different in every sites due to the different level of development of NGV mobility.
The current UK marketplace for biomethane is full of potential but a ‘chicken and egg’ issue exists in the UK,
with a lack of vehicles causing a lack of refuelling stations, and vice‐versa.
In Italy while biomethane is not yet available, several types of incentives and policies to promote the purchase
of NG vehicles are available and this is a good starting point to spread the biomethane vehicles in the next few
years.
In Poland biomethane is currently in the starting phase but some incentives for NGV market are already
available.
In Sweden the development of CNG cars was quite slow although there were some really strong economic
incentives between the years 2004‐2008. In that period there were many new filling stations built and that
there was new vehicle models that were attractive to consumers. Unfortunately at present there are no tax
reductions or incentives available for NGV market.
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Introduction
Transport is one of the sector strongly dependent on fossil energy sources. Emissions can be reduced in many
ways (by improving energy efficiency, transport efficiency, and effective transport demand management).
But the ultimate solution to decarbonising transport is the substitution of fossil fuels by CO2 lean energy supply
to transport (Source: Report of the European Expert Group on Future Transport Fuels).

A supportive policy framework at EU level and harmonised standards for biofuels across the EU are key
elements for the future uptake of sustainable biofuels.
The report aims to supply a better understanding of the growing market for methane/biomethane vehicles, to
identify policies and approaches that could be take in consideration and put in place to spread the CNG vehicle
market.

www.biomaster‐project.eu
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1 Strategies and policiesto boost the gas vehicles market ‐Norfolk
County (UK)
1.1 Current situation in Norfolk and the United Kingdom
1.1.1 Fuel utilization in UK
The use of biomethane as a vehicle fuel amongst personal drivers in the United Kingdom is near non‐existent,
with traditional fossil fuels being the dominant source of transport fuel. Alternative fuel vehicles are slowly
penetrating the market, thanks to Government grants and subsidies on specific technologies, but biomethane
struggles against more ingrained technologies.
In 2008, the government introduced a law (The Climate Change Act 2008) specifically stating required emission
reduction targets in green house gasses (GHG) and it was the first country in the world to do so. It plans a
reduction of 80% by 2050 compared to a baseline of 1990. The transport sector is responsible for 21% of total
GHG emissions, with cars accounting for 55% of that, or 12% of the total UK emissions. In order to reduce this
amount, current vehicle usage will have to decrease (which isn’t happening, the opposite is), existing
technology will have to become more efficient, or a new technology will have to emerge that meets these
targets.
In Norfolk, CO2 emissions (tonnes) per person are:
Year
2008
2009
2010
2011

Industry/Commercial
Domestic
Road Transport
3.2
2.4
2.4
3.0
2.2
2.4
3.3
2.3
2.3
2.9
2.0
2.2
Table 1: CO2 emissions (tonnes) per person (Source: [1])

Total
8.1
7.6
8.0
7.3

Road transport is a large contributor to GHG emissions. There are 34.5 million vehicles registered in the UK,
with cars making 28.7 million (83%) of that figure. Of those 28.7 million cars, 66.67% are petrol fuelled, and
32.66% are diesel fuelled, meaning that alternative fuel vehicles account for only 0.66% of the UK total. The
average CO2 output of newly registered vehicles fell to 133 grams per kilometre (down 2.8% on 2011). In the
UK, there were 178,000 alternative fuel vehicles licensed by the DVLA, with an average increase of 20,000 per
year.
Petrol

2010
2011
2012

Diesel

Gas*

Electric

Hybrid
Other
Electric
20.08m
8.20m
51,000
1,500 (‐)
82,100
(‐)
(70.7)
(28.9)
(0.2)
(0.3)
19.54m
8.76m
50,000
2,600 (‐)
102,300
(‐)
(68.7)
(30.8)
(0.2)
(0.4)
19.15m
9.38m
48,700
4,100 (‐)
125,300
(‐)
(66.7)
(32.7)
(0.2)
(0.4)
Table 2: Breakdown of Registered UK Vehicles by fuel type (Source: [2])

Total
28.42m
(100)
28.46m
(100)
28.72m
(100)

*Includes Gas, Gas bi‐fuel, petrol/gas and gas/diesel.
In the UK the use of petrol fuelled cars is decreasing, albeit slowly as the economic benefits of diesel, along
with availability parity (infrastructure and market options) continue to expand the market, despite it’s higher
per litre price at forecourts. Unleaded Petrol still remains the dominant vehicle energy type and will continue
to do so for the foreseeable future.
www.biomaster‐project.eu
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Gas vehicles have declined in use by 4.51% over the last three years, compared to the use of hybrid vehicles
increasing by 52% over the same period. This rise in hybrid electric usage could be attributed to a number of
occurrences, including the introduction of the UK Government’s ‘green gas bus fund’ incentive over the same
period, and an increase in UK OEM Hybrid electric vehicles in the marketplace.
Electric technology is the preferred alternative vehicle fuel source in the UK, with a number of incentives in
place to drive market penetration, which has had limited effect (see 1.2.4). In 2012 there were 2,254 electric
vehicles registered which were eligible for the grant. Pure electric vehicles haven’t reached the desired market
effect (see above table) but the hybrid market has increased hugely (Source: [3]).
In East Anglia (the eastern region of the UK, consisting of counties Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex and Cambridgeshire)
there are 2,978,000 vehicles registered (10.4% of UK Total). Since 2010 this number has increased slightly (from
2,921,000). The most popular manufacturer (by total sales) is Ford, followed by Vauxhall, Volkswagen, Peugeot
and Renault, with a combined total of 1.46million vehicles in the East of England. In 2012 there were 174,000
new registrations in East Anglia (8.47% of UK Total). Individual statistics for Norfolk are not made publically
available by the DVLA (Source:[4]).
In the UK there are many pressures facing vehicle owners which affect the type of vehicle purchased and fuel
used. The cost per litre of both diesel and petrol has lead to a renewed focus on short term visible savings and
an increased emphasis on achievable miles per gallon (mpg), hence why more new diesel vehicles are being
purchased by private car users (see table 1).
Biomethane use in the UK is near non existent (see table 2) and the vast majority of its use comes from the
commercial haulage and travel sector. The popularity of Biomethane/CNG vehicles in the transport sector can
be attributed to the logistics of their operations (exact mileages and routes can be calculated, therefore so can
gas requirements and feasibility), the consistent use of vehicles resulting in calculable payback periods, and the
incentives offered by central government (the green gas bus fund, see 1.2.1) to increase adoption.
Throughout all of its operations and geographical centres, Norse Commercial Services or any of its component
companies do not currently utilise biomethane vehicles, nor any specific alternative fuel cars. This is due to a
number of reasons: the company has invested in a diesel infrastructure since its inception in 1988; its
operations are geographically diversified, resulting in the need to be able to utilise the existing public refuelling
infrastructure; the diversity of diesel vehicles in the UK marketplace; and the lack of a comparable alternative
fuel. The use of petrol or diesel vehicles is so ingrained into UK businesses that, for a long time, an alternative
wasn’t an option.
Norse Transport currently utilises more than 1,000 vehicles, including minibuses, coaches, tippers, vans and
buses. All of these are spread across the various departments within the organisation but all are handled
centrally by the transport and maintenance teams (which form Norse Transport). The majority of vehicles are
operated out of and stored at Norse’s main depot on Fifers Lane in Norwich. However, individual joint ventures
(such as GYB Services and Suffolk Norse) hold their own fleets locally. Currently, Norse spends circa‐£2million
(€ 2,342,000) per year on vehicle procurement, and on average orders 45,000 litres of diesel per month.
The only commercial fleet operator in Norfolk to operate biomethane buses is Anglian Buses, who currently
operated 13 pure biomethane vehicles via a virtual pipeline (transporting the biomethane gas via road tanker
to the bus depot). Other operators in East Anglia include First Essex Buses, who have six double decker hybrid
(diesel and electric) buses, and Ensign Ltd, who operate six double decker hybrid (diesel and electric) buses.
A report by the RAC and UKPIA assess the impact of alternative fuels and the current use of petrol and diesel
within the UK (Source: [5]).

1.1.2 Current UK Refuelling Infrastructure
Petrol and Diesel infrastructure in the UK is highly developed and efficient, generating £47 billion (€
55,028,000) per year. There are more than 9,000 forecourts (down from 37,500 in the 1970’s) across the
country, and 92% resident is no more than 10 minutes away from two forecourts. Retailer Tesco is the largest
www.biomaster‐project.eu
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1.2 Reviews of existing strategies and policies
1.2.1 Investment Grants to cover the extra cost of gas vehicles
Currently the UK Government offers limited period investment grants specifically for the purchase of ‘low
emission’ vehicles, including biomethane vehicles. The ‘Green Gas Bus Fund’ allows public transport operators
to submit bids to the Department of Transport for funding to cover a proportion (up to 100%) of the additional
procurement cost of acquiring the vehicle. The fund has been available since December 2009.
The fund is split into funding rounds, in which operators submit proposals for a specified amount of low carbon
buses, with a priced request for funding from the grant. The first round awarded £15 million (€ 17,562,000) to
14 companies, funding 169 low carbon busses. Transport for London received the biggest grant, being awarded
£5 million (5,854,000) for 54 buses (Source: [7]).
The fund does not specify one single technology that is acceptable, rather it allows coach operators to submit
proposals based on what they decide is the most suitable type for their operations. The only specific criteria is:
“A low carbon bus is a bus that is capable of achieving at least a 30% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
compared to a similar size standard diesel Euro III engine”
The alternative fuel types that comprise the winning bids are:
Technology Type
Amount
Hybrid (Diesel/Electric)
866
Electric
44
Biomethane
80
Total
990
Figure 2: Green Gas Bus Fund Winners by Vehicle Technology Type
Whilst the use of alternative fuel vehicles is encouraging, and fleet operators are responding positively to the
fund, the lack of dedicated biomethane vehicles (<10%) purchased as a result of the fund isn’t encouraging,
although it is understandable that bus operators would favour hybrid technology, to maintain the benefits of
their current diesel infrastructure, introduce a new technology over a prolonged period of time, and have
sufficient back up systems in place.
The fourth round was the most recent, awarding £11.4 million (€ 13,347,000) to 14 bus operators, funding 213
buses. Over the life of the fund to date, the Department for Transport has awarded grants totalling more than
£75 million (€ 87,810,000) to 43 bus operators, introducing 990 low carbon buses in to the UK Coach and Travel
industry (Source: [8]).
There are currently no investment grants for private road users for the acquisition of CNG/biomethane
vehicles. This can be attributed to a lack of existing infrastructure, restricted OEM models in the UK
marketplace, and such a scheme would be detrimental to the government desire to increase the use of electric
vehicles (through the ‘plug in’ scheme).

1.2.2 Tax Reductions for using gas vehicles
The current UK car tax system favours vehicles which have low emission output, calculated by the size of their
engine and its CO2 emissions. For private petrol and diesel cars, the tax brackets are:
Band CO2 emission (g/km) 12 months rate 6 months rate

www.biomaster‐project.eu

A

Up to 100

£0.00

Not available

B

101‐110

£20.00

Not available

C

111‐120

£30.00

Not available

D

121‐130

£105.00

£57.75
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Band CO2 emission (g/km) 12 months rate 6 months rate
E

131‐140

£125.00

£68.75

F

141‐150

£140.00

£77.00

G

151‐165

£175.00

£96.25

H

166‐175

£200.00

£110.00

I

176‐185

£220.00

£121.00

J

186‐200

£260.00

£143.00

K*

201‐225

£280.00

£154.00

L

226‐255

£475.00

£261.25

M

Over 255

£490.00

£269.50

Figure 3: UK 2013‐14 Car Tax Bands (Petrol/Diesel) (Source: [9])
The UK Government additionally specifies a car tax tariff for alternative fuel vehicles, again based on engine
type and output:
Band CO2 emission (g/km) 12 months rate 6 months rate
A

Up to 100

£0.00

Not available

B

101‐110

£10.00

Not available

C

111‐120

£20.00

Not available

D

121‐130

£95.00

£52.25

E

131‐140

£115.00

£63.25

F

141‐150

£130.00

£71.50

G

151‐165

£165.00

£90.75

H

166‐175

£190.00

£104.50

I

176‐185

£210.00

£115.50

J

186‐200

£250.00

£137.50

K*

201‐225

£270.00

£148.50

L

226‐255

£465.00

£255.75

M

Over 255

£480.00

£264.00

Figure 4: UK 2013‐14 Car Tax Bands for Alternative Fuel Vehicles (Source: [10])
The saving offered through the reduced alternative fuel tax brackets is only £10 (€11.5) per year, which is not
substantial enough to offset the additional investment in the vehicle. The UK Car tax system favour traditional
diesel and petrol vehicles which are low carbon emitting, rather than a completely different engine type.
The government could potentially allocate funding, in a similar structure to the current green gas bus fund, to
subside the introduction of a biomethane car tax tariff, which would result in significantly higher savings, for
the first few years, to increase the uptake of biomethane in the UK. The effectiveness of such a scheme would
be hindered by current infrastructure issues and a lack of OEM vehicles on public sale.
Another potential solution would be to split the existing car tax brackets, which is currently designed to
encompass all engine types, into different variations depending on the technology. This would allow the
government to subside specific technologies by lowing prices where needed to boost investment.

www.biomaster‐project.eu
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1.2.3 Clean Vehicle Public Procurement
The requirement for biomethane (or clean vehicle) vehicles in public sector procurement is determined by the
individual contracting authority and/or organisation. However, when councils are experiencing reduced
funding from central government, causing all non‐essential services to either be severely impacted or
withdrawn completely, the focus is not necessarily on environmental friendliness, but on cost reduction.
Whilst the desire for green vehicles in the public sector remains, currently it is not desired at the expense of
the contract (and therefore the service) being financially unsustainable. However, If a Council wishes to
procure green vehicles, then they can do so through the current UK and EU tender process.

1.2.4 Subsidies to convert cars to gas
The UK Government favours electric vehicles as an alternative fuel source, not biomethane, for private vehicle
users. Therefore current subsidies and grants are aimed at converting traditional diesel and vehicle users to
electric vehicles when they purchase a new vehicles, as well as businesses. This covers electric vehicles, plug‐in
hybrids and hydrogen fuels.
The success of future CNG/biomethane uptake can be determined by studying the effect of the current plug‐in
scheme. Both are alternative fuels and both face similar issues in terms of UK OEM availability, refuelling points
and purchase costs. The government could implement a similar scheme to this for biomethane vehicles, but
change several factors:
1. Instead of paying a rebate to vehicle owners, the cost should be taken off at the point of purchase
(hence making the ticket price lower) and pay the subsidy to the car retailer/manufacturer;
2. Increase the list of vehicles eligible for the fund (this depends on UK OEM availability);
3. Offer an additional subsidy on top of the grant (this could be free car tax, or even a payment per year
over the life of the vehicle).
A biomethane scheme could prove popular. Should the scheme be budgeted at around the same levels, then a
scheme that encompasses both the vehicles and the refuelling stations would be more effective. If it were to
be awarded the same amount, £300 million (€ 3,512,000), and if this were split 50% vehicles and 50% gas
refuelling stations, then this would increase both vehicles and infrastructure.
Car dealerships that sell CNG/biomethane vehicles could be incentivised to install a gas refuelling station, as
could other forecourts, with the grant either completely paying for the station of covering a significant
proportion of it.

1.2.5 Free Parking or Lower Parking Fees
In the UK parking fees are determined in two different ways:
1. Private land owners and car park owners set their own charges;
2. Local authorities (parish, town, district or county councils) set charges, usually per hour, for roadside
parking. This varies depending on the location of the council, its economic objectives and
environmental policy.
Due to the current structure of car parking fees, a comprehensive UK government policy across the entire
county would be extremely difficult to achieve, because of local government controls fees. In 2011, a report by
the Co‐Operative motor group identified that UK councils raised £1.35 bn (€1.56 bn), which supplements their
spending on core services. Council would be highly resistant to national government involvement on this issue.
(Source: [11]).
Confirming this, recent research by the RAC shows that 359 UK Councils have raised a cash surplus of £565m (€
645 million) from street parking and other charges. The majority of district councils in Norfolk have a deficit in
car parking charges, making any attempted car fee reductions highly unlikely, and whilst the overall amount is a
www.biomaster‐project.eu
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surplus, it is doubtful that Kings Lynn and West Norfolk would want to subsidise parking in other district
councils (see Table 3) .
Council
Surplus/Deficit
Breckland
‐£139,000
Broadland District Council
‐£22,000
Great Yarmouth
£345,000
Kings Lynn and West Norfolk
£2,520,000
Norfolk
‐£362,000
Norwich
‐£36,000
South Norfolk
‐£75,000
Total
£2,231,000
Table 3: District councils in Norfolk: Surplus/deficit in car parking charges (Source: [12])

1.2.6 Priorities in lanes and queues
The responsibility for UK roads is split depending on the type of road: trunk routes and non‐trunk routes. The
former is maintained by the highways agency, and covers 6,500 miles (10,461 km) in England, 2,174 miles
(3,449 km) in Scotland and 1,000 miles (1,600 km) in Wales. These form the major transport routes in the UK.
Non‐trunk roads are maintained by local authorities (in Norfolk, this is Norfolk County Council).
There would be little positive impact gained from awarding priority access in lanes and queues, due to the
structure of UK roads not allowing for this, already having highly congested roads (especially during peak
hours), and not having a workable enforcement system in place to ensure the system wasn’t taken advantage
of by non‐biomethane vehicle drivers.

1.2.7 Increased Availability of Vehicle Models
Along with a lack of refuelling stations the availability of CNG/biomethane vehicles is one of the largest barriers
to increased market penetration of the fuel. Very few OEM’s offer CNG vehicles in the UK market, and those
that do offer the vehicles are usually for commercial interests and do not engage in any public facing
promotional activity to support them. Car showrooms often display only petrol and diesel variations, and
marketing literature only fleetingly mentions CNG or biomethane at best.
An investigation into OEM websites highlights that finding information about CNG vehicles is difficult at best.
BIOMASTER deliverable D5.3 – Technical Assessment of the Main Gas Technologies Available – identified 14
different types of CNG vehicles on the market. This includes personal vehicles, vans, trucks, coaches and HGVS.
This compares with more than 9,500 different variations of vehicles available on the UK market from over 30
manufacturers.
CNG/Biomethane vehicles do not stand a chance of becoming a viable alternative to petrol and diesel cars due
to the fact that there are simply not enough vehicles to supply the market, which is a result of the lack of
demand in the UK, due to the lack of vehicles. It’s a vicious circle compounded by the lack of refuelling stations
on UK forecourts.
Commercial fleet managers have a wider range of options regarding CNG/biomethane vehicle procurement
than private owners. Companies tend to heavily rebuild existing vehicles or order new models which can be
modified as per the organisation’s requirements. Models such as the Iveco Daily and the Mercedes Benz NGT
allow for complete customisation, meaning that fleet managers won’t encounter the same barriers when
procuring CNG vehicles as they can specify what they want.

www.biomaster‐project.eu
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1.2.8 Reduced excise taxes on biomethane (compared to conventional fuels and also to
CNG)
The fuel duty rates in the UK are shown in table 4.
Fuel

On or after 23/3/11 (per litre
unless stated otherwise)
£0.5795
£0.5795
£0.5795
£0.5795
£0.5795
£0.6767
£0.3770
£0.1070
£0.1114
£0.1070
£0.1070
£0.1114

Unleaded Petrol
Heavy Oil (Diesel)
Biodiesel
Bio ethanol
Avtur used for private flight
Light oil (other than unleaded petrol or aviation gasoline)
Aviation Gasoline (Avgas)
Light oil (for furnace fuel)
Marked Gas Oil
Fuel Oil
Heavy oil other than fuel oil, gas oil or kerosene used as fuel
Kerosene to be used as fuel in an engine, other than in a road
vehicle or for heating
Biodiesel for non‐road use
Biodiesel blended with gas oil for non‐road use
Road fuel natural gas (NG), including biogas (£ per kg)
Road fuel gas other than NG ‐ e.g. liquefied petroleum gas (LPG)
(£/kg)
Table 4: Fuel duty rates in the UK (Source: [13], [14])

£0.1114
£0.1114
£0.2470
£0.3161

As biomethane is a road fuel natural gas (NG), it would be levied at a rate of £0.2470 (€ 0.29) per kg, which
means the amount of duty paid is more than halved compared to unleaded petrol and diesel (‐58%), giving the
fuel a significant price advantage over the current fuels. Overall, this means that a Kg of biomethane is 26.1%
cheaper than diesel (the average Kg price is £0.85, € 1.00).
Biomethane is already at a price advantage; therefore no further stimulus would be required in excise duty.
However, caution should be taken, as the UK Government is highly reliant on income generated through petrol
and diesel sales. The government raised £26.2bn (€29.9bn), plus £3.88bn (€4.44bn) in VAT, in 2011‐12 from
fuel duty, and is the fifth highest revenue source, and this is forecast to stay consistent over the next 5 years.
Should biomethane continue to increase in popularity amongst commercial users, then the government would
be affected as the amount of duty they received would be more than halved. Therefore the treasury would
look to reclaim that lost revenue through increasing duty on biomethane and other natural gases for road fuel.
This would cause fleet managers to reassess the financial implications of introducing a biomethane fleet, and
therefore not necessarily implement one, causing a reduced uptake of the technology. It should be noted that
UK Businesses can reclaim VAT from the treasury, and therefore pay a reduced rate compared to private
individuals. However, this would still make the fuel more expensive than biomethane (0.115 £, 0.18 € per litre
compared to an industry standard price of 0.85£, € 1.00 per kg).

1.2.9 Exemption or reduction from access/congestion charges
There are currently no roads or designated zones in which congestion charges are applied within Norfolk.
London currently operates a congestion charges throughout multiple boroughs, however the already operate
an exception from any charges in ‘low emission zones’, which is measured by particulate matter output across
all vehicle technology types.
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1.2.10 Knowledge, Information and Awareness about Biomethane use in vehicles
There is confusion in the UK Marketplace as to a sustainable and viable alternative to the traditional petrol and
diesel car, which is the imbedded fuel type. Technologies such as electric, hybrid, hydrogen and Biofuels have
lead to no clear alternative, and therefore a low awareness of biomethane, and a lack of knowledge (in the
public domain) about how the technology works, its practical implications and environmental benefits.
It seems apparent that the market driver for biomethane vehicles, at least in the UK, will be from businesses,
and public authorities, not private individuals. There have already been several trials conducted within the UK
by Cenex, a gas technology provider, for Camden, Leeds and Greenwich Council, with Coca‐Cola Enterprises
already using 13 biomethane vehicles, and Tesco PLC (the UK’s largest retailer by market share) recently
announcing it will run 35 HGV’s on a blend of 65% biomethane/35% Natural Gas (called Bio‐LGN). Stagecoach, a
UK Coach company, recently announced it would be acquiring 17 biomethane buses for use in Sunderland and
38 for use in Manchester, and UK retailer B&Q will be using 50 biomethane lorries (Source: [15]).
The desire to use biomethane in commercial fleets and distribution raises several points to consider:
• Businesses will invest in biomethane infrastructure at the usage end of the system, installing refuelling
stations. Whilst this will increase the availability to the end user, this will cause an increase in demand that
will require more anaerobic digestion facilities and additional strain on the national gas grid network.
• As refuelling stations will be privately owned, it means that public access may be limited. This could cause
private adoption of the technology to stall if businesses were unwilling to make their stations publically
available.
• The increased take‐up by commercial organisations will result in OEM’s supplying specific biomethane
vehicles to that market, negating the private car market, and therefore the vicious circle (lack of cars = lack
of demand = lack of cars) will continue.
• Current take up of biomethane vehicles is being aided by the Department for Transport’s ‘green gas bus
fund’. Once this fund finishes and support is withdrawn, the uptake of vehicles will be impacted.
As the UK Government continues to steer consumers towards electric vehicles, whilst at the same time
protecting fuel duty revenues as afar as possible, the lack of information about biomethane vehicles in the
public domain will continue for the foreseeable future.

1.3 Fleet development strategy for CNG/biomethane vehicles
Norse Commercial Services commissioned gas specialists CNG Services to research and deliver a feasibility
report detailing the potential implementation and continued use of CNG Vehicles within the existing Norse
fleet, and over a period of 7 to 10 years, replacing every possible vehicle with a CNG alternative. This would
require a dedicated refuelling station on site, complete with the required health and safety, training and
maintenance requirements.
Norse currently operates more than 1,000 vehicles across out fleet, and this includes vans, trucks, personal
cars, coaches, single and double decker buses, mini‐buses and specialist road equipment (i.e. road sweepers).
However, these are spread across a whole host of different sites depending on where they are used and for
which department.
The single largest site in Norfolk is at Norse’s headquarters on Fifers Lane in Norwich, with more than 200
vehicles in multiple departments (the largest being Norse Transport and Norwich Norse). The site houses a bulk
45,000 litre twin diesel fuelling station (one 20,000 litre tank and one 25,000 litre tank), as well as a double
decker size car wash and water purifier, and a workshop for vehicle maintenance. Due to the site being the
largest in Norfolk, and our main base, this will form the majority of the feasibility report.
Additionally Norse hasstudied another potential site. Based in Costessey, a suburb west of Norwich, Norfolk
Environmental Waste Services’ (N.E.W.S) Material Recovery Facility provides recycling services for local district
councils all around Norfolk, sorting waste into product types which are then sold on the open market to be
recycled.
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Figu
ure 6: Fifers Lane
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Site (Oldd picture when
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4
4
3
7
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been considered. Overall, there are 165 vehicles that operate out of Fifers Lane within the transport division
that could be converted to CNG, providing equivalents were available. This includes:
• 90 Ford Transit Vans (of varying technical specification)
• 11 Dennis Javelin Coaches
• 14 Ford Fiestas
• 5 Mercedes Sprinters
The site also houses 15 Double Decker Dennis Javelin Buses for ‘Park & Ride’ services. However, as no CNG
Double Decker vehicle is currently available in the UK Marketplace, this has been excluded from the feasibility
report.
Once we had established which vehicles could be converted to CNG, and had their average annual mileages,
miles per gallon and expected replacement timeframes, we worked with CNG Services on establishing the
financial implications of replacing the vehicles. These are the vehicles that we could replace with new CNG
alternatives. Note that at present we could only displace 265,000 litres of fuel, not the 400,000 described in
Annex I of BIOAMSTER, as well as 101 vehicles, not the 130 described in there:

Vehicle Type

No.
Vehicles

Vehicle
Miles pa

Fleet
Miles pa

MPG

Litres/km

Vehicle
litres pa

Ford Transit
90
12,000
1,080,000
25
0.11
2124
Dennis Javelin Bus
11
12,000
132,000
8
0.35
6759
Total
101
1,212,000
Table 6: Norse vehicles which could be replaced with CNG Alternatives

Fleet
diesel
litres pa
191,160
74,349
265,509

There are no companies currently within the UK that convert existing vans to CNG, therefore this is not an
available option. Given the additional cost of procuring a CNG Vehicle against its diesel counterpart, the fleet
would have to be replaced gradually over a scheduled period of time, allowing capital expenditure to be evenly
allocated and not impact the financial stability of the company.
Model
Diesel
Gas
Difference
Iveco Daily
£19,500 (€22,656)
£26,000 (€29,040)
£6,500 (€7,552)
Mercedes Sprinter 3.5t
£21,800 (€25,323)
£27,700 (€32,180)
£5,900 (€6,854)
Mercedes Sprinter 6.0t
£25,400 (€29,512)
£31,600 (€36,706)
£6,200 (€7,202)
Volkswagen Caddy Eco Fuel
Estimated £1,500 premium (€1,742)
Volkswagen Caddy Maxi Eco‐fuel
Estimated £2,500 premium (€2904)
Man EcoCity Bus
Estimated £30,000 premium (€34,856)
Scania Bus
Estimated £30,000 premium (€34,856)
Table 7: Price Comparison Diesel vs. Gas (Basic Chassis ‐ Currency Conversion: 13th August 2013)
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Figure 8: Ivveco Daily Miinibus (Left) and
a MAN EcoC
City (Right)
The Iveco Daily is a suitable replacement be cause it can be ordered as an OEM model with different
nibus model, a tipper moddel and the sttandard van model, makinng it ideal as it can be
specificattions – a min
tailored tto our requireements.

1.3.4 C
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1.3.5 C
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CNG Servvices have pro
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ur possible
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he existing gass grid infrastru
ucture.
p
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The Fifers Lane site haas a medium pressure
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Figurre 9: Proposed
d on‐site loca tion for CNG Refuelling Sta
ation at Fiferss Lane

e equipment foor a CNG refu
uelling station is:
A breakdown of the reequired onsite
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• Dispeenser (2 off)
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• Gas C
Connection
• Civilss
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on to this thee operating expenditure
e
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In additio
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m.
ntenance
• Main
• Gas TTransportation
• Electtricity Capacity Fixed
• Fuel Managementt System
• Insurrance
• Conttingency (10%
% of above)
Costesseyy MRF:
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Figure 10:
1 Proposed on‐site locati on for CNG Refuelling Stattion at Costesssey MRF
The totall capital expeenditure requirements for the Costesse
ey MRF is below, includingg 5% contingency. The
breakdow
wn of this is:
Compresssion Plant:
• Compressors (2 offf)
• Dispeenser (2 off)
• Gas SStorage/Priority Panel
• Fuel Managementt
• High pressure Pipeework
nection:
Gas Conn
• Gas M
Metering
• HV Electrics
• LV Ellectrics/Control Systems
• Inlet Pipework
L
• Outleet Pipework LP

1.3.6 Norse CNG Feasibility Report Con
nclusions
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e short to
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t
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hese vans,
Norse wo
includingg mini‐buses, trailers,
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nd market, and the modificcations requirred would
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make them costly. On average it would be an additional £ 6,000 (€ 7,000) to purchase a CNG vehicle. Across 90
of them, this is an additional cost of £ 540,000 (€ 632,000).
The feasibility report assumes the replacement of these vehicles with the Mercedes Benz Sprinter NGT, which
would only displace 60% of the currently used diesel (just over 122,000 litres p.a). The net saving per annum
per vehicle would be ‐£2,203 (€ 2,580), and across all vehicles, ‐£198,296 (€ 232,000).
Vehicle type

Diesel
£/km

CNG
fuel
£/km

CNG
vehicle
premium
£

CNG
premium
£pa

CNG
extra
opex
£pa

Total
extra
fixed
£pa

Saved
diesel
£pa

CNG
fuel
£pa

Net
saving
£pa per
vehicle

Man EcoBus

0.41

0.522

30,000

7,122

500

7,622

‐8,192

10,446

‐9,876

Mercedes
Sprinter

0.13

0.174

5,000

1,187

500

1,687

‐1,573

2,089

‐2,203

Table 8: Breakdown of Costs for Vehicles at Fifers Lane
The cost of CNG is also impacted because we would not be using a high enough through put to achieve the
desired savings. Once fixed and variable operating expenditure, fuel duty and other costs have been accounted
for, the cost per kg to us would be £1.14 (€ 1.33), exactly the same as the current cost per litre (net) of diesel.
This includes the cost of the CNG Station (the compression charge).
Commodity
£0.33
Fuel Duty
£0.24
Compression Charge
£0.57
Cost per KG
£1.149
Table 9: Breakdown of CNG Cost per Kg
Norse runs more than 250 vehicles from its site. The lack of vehicles in the UK Market, combined with our
specific requirements and vehicle types, means that this situation isn’t going to resolve itself in the near future.
Most of our fleet has no CNG alternative (such as our large coaches and double decker buses), and as these do
the most miles (consistently) and have predefined routes, if we were to try and increase the amount of CNG
used on site, to lower the cost, this is where it would come from.

1.3.7 Norse Commercial Services CNG Vehicle Procurement Policy
Norse Commercial Services is committed to working with its partners and stakeholders in promoting and
achieving sustainable development of the environment. As part of this, and in line with it’s environmental
policy (point 5), Norse Commercial Services will consider the potential use for alternative fuel vehicles.
This policy identifies the process that needs to be undertaken should the need for a biomethane (or CNG)
fuelled vehicle arise and taken into account during the procurement process for a new vehicle or fleet of
vehicles for use in a commercial environment.
Prior to procuring a biomethane/CNG vehicle, alongside the consideration of other alternative fuel vehicles, the
following points need to be taken into consideration:
1. What is the current availability of a suitable biomethane/CNG Vehicle that is required for the task,
compared to other alternative fuel vehicles or existing diesel vehicles;
a. Do OEM’s (Original Equipment Manufacturers) offer specialized vehicles? The use of a ‘kit’
should be avoided.
b. Does the vehicle have equivalent towing capacity when compared to other vehicles?
c. Are the technical specifications of the vehicle favourable and/or comparable to other vehicle
types?
d. Is the load/carrying capacity of the vehicle comparable to other vehicle types?
www.biomaster‐project.eu
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2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Does the deployment of a biomethane/CNG vehicle benefit the business financially? The use of a
business analysis may be useful in determining this.
How far will the vehicle have to travel? Limited access to biomethane refuelling stations and different
technical specifications means that biomethane/CNG vehicles are unable to travel comparable
distances to vehicles using other fuels.
How much does the fuel cost? If the vehicle costs more to run than other equivalents then the
benefits of introducing one will be marginal.
What tax and licensing brackets does the vehicle fall into, and what cost is this compared to other
vehicles? Also, are there any government incentives available that could potentially reduce the cost of
procuring or operating the vehicle that would benefit Norse Commercial Services?
Are there any increased insurance costs in operating a biomethane/CNG vehicle?
What are the maintenance requirements of the vehicle? How do they differ from the current fleet of
vehicles, is there any additional investment required?
How does the residual value of the vehicle compare with current vehicles?

Only if these points have been considered, given due diligence, and the outcome was favourable to the vehicle
and the business, should the procurement of a biomethane/CNG vehicle continue.

1.4 Conclusions
Norfolk and UK Biomethane Market
The current UK Marketplace for CNG/biomethane is full of potential, but there are several significant issues
that could result in the technology failing, just like others have in the past and could experience a similar launch
to electric vehicles, which provide a lot of learning points for any potential biomethane infrastructure
investment and market launch.
There is a ‘chicken and egg’ issue in the UK, with a lack of vehicles causing a lack of refuelling stations, and a
lack of refuelling stations causing a lack of demand for vehicles. This is exactly the same issue that the
government had when trying to increase uptake of electric vehicles, and whilst some of their ideas worked
(people have purchased electric vehicles), the uptake had not reached desired levels, so whilst a similar plan
could work for CNG/biomethane, there would need to be some substantial changes to the system when it is
adapted to suit CNG/biomethane.
The ‘plug in grant’ encompasses both businesses and private users. A biomethane grant would need to be split
into two, with private owners being encouraged to purchase biomethane vehicles with an ‘automatically
applied’ grant on the ticket price of the item, with the retailer claiming the money back. The business scheme
should not necessarily subsidise vehicles, like the green bus fund currently does, but subsidise, or pay for,
refuelling stations.
Private business will be a key driver of biomethane uptake in the UK; this is already starting to happen, with
Coca‐Cola, Tesco, B&Q and Stagecoach all embracing the technology. Encouraging businesses to build gas
refuelling stations, which would then be made available to the public, would increase infrastructure, whilst a
grant to subsidise vehicles, paid to the retailer, would encourage demand for vehicles from private users,
potentially solving the ‘chicken and egg’ issue the UK currently has.
The introduction of a two tier system in the United Kingdom therefore seems likely, and ultimately could be:
• Private vehicle users: Petrol, Diesel and Electric/Hybrid Vehicles;
• Local/Regional Coach and Bus Fleets: CNG/Biomethane.
Biomethane has the potential to be a key fuel in the commercial sector, and this is where it is most likely to
succeed. The government is supportive of biomethane in fleets, and the combination of the green gas bus fund,
emission standards, a drive for corporate social responsibility and the lower fuel costs have lead to biomethane
being extremely attractive to fleet managers. Staggered introduction of vehicles will increase biomethane
usage whilst spreading the cost of infrastructure investment and provide a steady reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions. In the UK, Biomethane is perfect for fleets and locally operated coaches/buses. This is where the
technology has the most potential, and that is already starting to happen.
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As a rural area, Norfolk is perfectly positioned for biomethane creation, but where it may falter is in using the
fuel in vehicles. Norfolk is not a major haulage or transportation hub (save for Felixstowe in Suffolk), and the
isolated nature of many villages and (to a lesser extent) towns means that reliance on traditional fuels will
continue for the foreseeable future. Bus operators are already embracing biomethane in Norfolk, but concerns
still exist surrounding previous failed attempts (when the technology was still in its infancy) and supplies of gas
being either expensive (the cost of installing a CNG station proving too high) or virtual pipelines being
unreliable.
Norse’s own Implementation of CNG Vehicles
Norse developed a feasibility report, with CNG Services as consultants, to see if a gradual switch to CNG
vehicles at our Main Depot could be achieved, and generate the desired fuel cost reductions and
environmental benefits.
At first it was thought that Norse would have enough vehicles to justify the cost of establishing a CNG
infrastructure at our head office, as well as gradually replace all of our vehicles to achieve the required CNG
throughput to achieve the savings desired. However the feasibility report revealed that, due to the types of
vehicles that we use, the specific requirements of each of them, and the lack of certain models available on the
UK Market, means that, at present, this isn’t financially viable.
Only the Ford Transits could be successfully changed, and these would be with dual‐fuel options. None of our
coaches could be converted, due to size and power requirements, and our double decker buses, which could
potentially generate the throughput of CNG required, can’t be replaced with CNG alternatives due to the lack
of a double decker CNG model, and we are unable to switch to an increased amount of single decker CNG
vehicles due to contractual obligations. The closest match was the MAN EcoCity, but as this was a single decker,
was not a suitable alternative.
The cost of implementing a fast fill CNG station, with direct grid connection, at Fifers Lane would cost in the
region of £ 737,000 (€ 858,000). Combined with additional operating costs of £ 26,066 (€ 30,000), and the
additional investment required in CNG Vehicles means that financially, based on the current mileages of the
vehicles that could be converted into CNG, would be a huge loss maker for the company, and not result in the
desired fuel savings that would encourage successful company and department‐wide take up of the vehicles.
As for the Costessey MRF, currently there aren’t enough vehicles operating out of the site. The pipeline running
to the site has higher pressure and therefore requires less compression equipment, but due to the location of
the CNG station being far from the gas main, connection costs are considerably higher. Despite this, there is the
potential for a future project involving CNG vehicles, just not presently. Should this change in the future, the
type of vehicle required, its set distances, weight and mileages would mean that a project here involving CNG
Waste Collectors could be viable, although further investigation would be required at the time of
consideration.
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2

Sttrategies and pollicies to boost th
he gas ve
ehicles m
market ‐ Skåne
Reegion (SEE)

2.1 Current situation in Skane and
d Sweden
n
G vehicles on the Swedish market were introduced in
n 1995. In
The first filling station for CNG and the first CNG
ogas was upgrraded to biom
methane and sstarted being used in vehicles. Earlier onn smaller test fleets had
1996, bio
been testted, for instan
nce city buses in the cities M
Malmö and Go
othenburg. (Source: SGC 19996, Rapport SGC 063 –
Naturgas på hjul).
6 the share off biomethane in the CNG in
ncreased and in 2006 biom
methane stood
d for more
In the yeaars after 1996
than half of the volumes of sold CNG
G on the Sweddish market.
nd of 2013) there are abovve 180 CNG ffilling stationss and a total of
o about 45,0000 vehicles running on
Today (en
CNG in Sw
weden of which about 60%
% is biomethanne. Out of the
ese vehicles, about 1,500 arre buses, 550 are heavy
duty vehiicles and the rest are perso
onal cars and vvans/light dutty vehicles. Allthough a quitte high increa
ase in CNG
vehicles, the last yearrs they only sttand for less than 1% of the total vehiccles running iin the countryy (Source:
Energigass Sverige web, [16],[17]).
oking at regional figures, th
here are 28 puublic CNG fillin
ng stations and about 5,5000 personal cars running
When loo
on CNG in the Skåne region, which is also about 1% of the total number of personal carss in the region
n. In 2012,
w cars were CNG
C cars. A m
majority of the buses used fo
or public tran sportation in Skåne are
less than 2% of the new
f the publicc transport in Skåne, Skånetrafiken, has ttaken a strict policy for
CNG busees. The entityy responsible for
changing their entire fleets into fo
ossil free vehhicles and its main choice for road trannsports has been
b
CNG
A of the vehi cles in the citty bus fleets have been chhanged into CNG
C
buses
vehicles rrunning on biiomethane. All
and abou
ut half of the inter‐city busses are now ddriven on CNG
G. Also a big share of the w
waste refuse vehicles
v
in
the region is CNG‐vehicles.

he locations oof the 28 public filling statiions in Skåne
Figure 11: Th
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on of vehicles into CNG‐vehicles has nnot become a big businesss on the Sweedish market, probably
Conversio
because o
of the relativeely low fuel co
ost advantagee for CNG com
mpared to pettrol and dieseel and also beccause of a
relativelyy good range of
o available OEM vehicles oon the markett today. There
efore the majoority of vehicles sold on
the Swed
dish market are OEM made from the m
main manufactturers of CNG
G vehicles forr the European market:
Fiat, Merrcedes Benz, Ivveco, Opel, Su
ubaru, Volksw
wagen and Volvo.

2.2 Review of existing
e
sttrategies and policiies
In the Sw
wedish contextt historically there
t
have beeen several naational and reg
gional policiess and control measures
implemen
nted to increease the volu
umes of “cleaan vehicles”. The first poliicies had thee goal to redu
uce “local
emissionss” such as paarticles, sulph
hur, NOx etc. but during the last 10 ye
ears there hass been a focus also to
increase the number of
o vehicles th
hat has the pootential to re
educe the CO2 emissions. I n this section
n we have
d the most valuable policie
es and measu res that have
e been implem
mented and thhe influence they have
reviewed
given when it comes to
o volumes of sold
s CNG carss.

2.2.1 Reduced energy
e
tax and CO2 taax for biofue
els
In 2004 a Swedish law, Svensk fö
örfattningssam
mling 1994:17
776 – tax on energy, wass adopted givving 100%
n of energy tax and CO2 taxx for biofuels uused in vehicle
es (Source: [1
18]).
reduction
There haave been smaaller changes made since 2004, but th
he general te
exts are still tthe same. It has been
complem
mented with a section abou
ut the sustainnability criteria, where of course
c
the bioofuels have come from
biomass aand they havee to fulfil the sustainability
s
criteria to gett the tax reductions (sourcee: [19]) .
ofuels to offer biofuels to their custom
mers at an
The tax rreduction maakes it possible for the su ppliers of bio
attractivee price. For biomethane th
he tax reductiion compared
d to the conventional fuelss has a value of 0.69 €
per kWh when compaared to petrol and 0.52 € ccompared to diesel.
d
The prrice for biomeethane and CNG differs
ographical are
eas and markkets in Swede
en, but in general the pricce for CNG as
a a blend
between different geo
with 50% bio
omethane and
d 50% naturaal gas is 20% lower than the price of ppetrol. Figure 13 below
product w
shows the price develo
opment for blended CNG w
with 50% content of biometthane comparred to petrol and
a diesel
in the Skååne area.

Figure 112: Price devellopment for CNG
C consistin g of 50% biom
methane and 50% natural ggas in Skåne between
Fe
ebruary 20088 and July 2012 (Source: [20
0])
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2.2.2 The law fo
or alternative fuels at filling station
In 2005 a law forcingg the distribution of alternnative fuels was
w implemen
nted. Accordiing to the law
w (Svensk
författnin
ngssamling 20
005:1248, skyyldighet att ti llhandahålla förnybara
f
drivvmedel), everry filling statiion selling
over a ceertain level of
o fuel are ob
bliged to give their custom
mer the possibility to fuel a renewable fuel. The
obligation
n was introdu
uced in stepss as follows, w
where filling stations sellin
ng large quanntities were obliged
o
to
invest in infrastructuree for renewab
ble fuel beforee filling station
ns selling smaller volumes: (Source: [21]))
• Filling stations selling over 3,00
00 m3 of petrool or diesel in 2004 had to expand
e
their sservice with renewable
r
fuel n
no later than February 2007;
• Filling stations selling over 2,50
00 m3 of petrool or diesel in 2005 had to expand
e
their sservice with renewable
r
no later than February 2008;
fuel n
• Filling stations selling over 2,00
00 m3 of petrool or diesel in 2006 had to expand
e
their sservice with renewable
r
fuel n
no later than February 2009;
• Filling stations selling over 1,00
00 m3 of petrool or diesel in 2007 had to expand
e
their sservice with renewable
r
009.
fuel n
no later than December 20
wable fuel. Byy the way,
This was a very effective law which resulted in a lmost 2,000 filling stations serving renew
because of the big diffference in invvestment cossts between filling stations for differentt renewable fuels (~ten
f
station)), more or lesss every fillingg station owner chose to coomplement their filling
times higgher for CNG filling
station w
with a pump for Ethanol/E
E85. Only aboout 100 fillingg stations forr CNG was buuilt during th
hese years
compared
d to over 1,7
700 E85 fillin
ng stations. TTo outweight the differen
nce in numbeer of alternattive filling
stations, an investmen
nt grant was introduced fo
for CNG fillingg stations which led to abbout 40 additiional CNG
2
filling stations during 2008‐2010.

2.2.3 National definition
d
of
o Clean Veh
hicles
A nationaal definition for clean vehiccles was introoduced in 200
06 as a part off the law Svennsk författnin
ngssamling
2006:2277, Vägtrafikskaattelag. The definition
d
wass, except for criteria for ha
azardous emiissions, etc. also
a taking
CO2 emisssions into acccount. A personal car with a CO2 emissiion below the
e level of 120 g CO2/km in the NEDC
test cyclee is ranked as a clean vehicle (Source: [222]).
CNG and Ele
Accordingg to the law, vehicles fuelled by alternaative and rene
ewable fuels (Ethanol/E85,
(
ectric cars)
are also rranked as cleaan vehicles if the
t fuel consuumption is bellow a certain level. The leveels of fuel con
nsumption
for conveentional cars and
a alternative fuels are thee following:

Figure 13: Leevels of fuel consumption
c
e definition in 2013
Updated clean vehicle
d
for clean
c
vehicless was updated
d and instead of a limit at 120 g/km, the limit for
In 2013 tthe national definition
CO2 emissions are baseed on the weight of the ve hicle accordin
ng to an equattion where thhe weight of the vehicle
ble paramete rs. The equation for the lim
mit is the follow
and the type of fuel arre the adjustab
wing (Source:: [23]):
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he updated cle
ean vehicle deefinition of 20
013
Figgure 14: CO2 liimit and emisssion levels acccording to th

2.2.4 Reduced vehicle taxx for vehiccles using biofuels
b
an
nd vehicles making th
he clean
vehicles definition
d
In 2006 tthe rules for the
t vehicle taxation in Sweeden was changed and the vehicle tax st
started to be calculated
c
from the vehicles CO2 emissions acccording to thee NEDC (New European Driving Cycle) in stead of vehiccle weight
T new CO2 based vehicle
e tax gave veh
hicles using reenewable fue
els a more
and type of fuel as it was earlier. The
etrol or diesel driven car. Th
he formula for vehicle tax oof 2006 is the
e following
beneficial tax than an equivalent pe
(Source: [24]):

ehicle tax starrting from 200
06 (Example with
w vehicle V
Volvo V70)
Figure 15: Different Ve

2.2.5 Company car ‐ reducced tax valu
ue for fringe
e benefits
In 2006 tthe frameworrk for company car taxatioon was changged so that it became ecoonomically beneficial to
choose a vehicle that is equipped with
w technologgy making it po
ossible to run it completelyy or partly on electricity
or alternaative fuels succh as ethanol and CNG (Souurce: [25]).
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uction is madee in two step
ps. First of all,, because the
e CNG car is more expensiive to purcha
ase than a
The redu
petrol driven car, the basic tax amo
ount isn’t bassed on the price of the exa
act vehicle buut instead based on the
price for an equal car without
w
CNG technology.
t
O
On top of that this amount is
i reduced to 60%, but with
h a limit of
maximum
m 16,000 SEK (€ 1,833) redu
uction (Sourcee: Skatteverke
et SKVM 2006).
V is used to
o show the exaample:
Once agaain the Volvo V70

Figure 116: Volvo V70 Example
n was larger than
t
16,000 SSEK, tax reducction is limited to 16,000 SSEK and the tax for the
Because the reduction
CNG car would be 27,430 SEK (€ 3,,143) compareed to 43,430 SEK (€ 7,976) that is the ttax for the equal petrol
car.

2.2.6 Investmen
nt grants fo
or clean veh
hicles
When there was a naational definition implemennted for clean
n vehicles, it was also posssible to give a general
es matching tthe definition. An investme
ent grant wass introduced in 2007 to
investmeent grant stricctly for vehicle
increase the rate of so
old clean vehiccles and the bbuyer of such a vehicle rece
eived a sum oof 10,000 SEK (€ 1,146).
ersons, not forr companies (Source: [26],[27]).
This grant was strictly for private pe

2.2.7 State auth
horities obliged to purrchase clean
n vehicles
Accordingg to the statute, Förordniing (2009:1) oom miljö‐ och
h trafiksäkerh
hetskrav för m
myndigheters bilar och
bilresor, all state auth
horities are obliged
o
to pu rchase clean vehicles with
h the only exxception of vehicles
v
in
with special needs such as for
f example eemergency vehicles (Source
e: [28]).
services w

2.2.8 Reduced tax
t for clean vehicles
Since 20110 the favoraable vehicle tax
t for clean vehicles has changed. New cars fulfilli ng the limits for clean
vehicles d
don’t pay anyy vehicle tax the
t first 5 yeaar. This meassure was implemented to rreplace the in
nvestment
grants that were terminated in 2009
9. For CNG ca rs the new tax reduction makes
m
only a m
marginal difference. For
V Passat EcoFuel had a taax on about 400
4 SEK (€
instance, the most sold CNG car on the Swedish market, the VW
29]).
46) with tthe old tax rules (Source: [2
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2.3 Flleet devellopment strategy
s
fo
or CNG/biomethan
ne vehicless
2.3.1 A regional target hass been set ffor 350 new
w biogas busses
Skånetraffiken is a partt of Region Skkåne and is reesponsible forr public transp
port such as t he city bus trraffic in 10
major cities, region bu
uses, service traveling and ttrains in Skåne. Skånetrafik
ken plans andd develops the
e traffic as
B the daily se
ervices with bbuses and trains are being run
r by differennt entreprene
eurs.
well as prromoting it. But
i governed by
b a political bboard within region Skåne
e, is committeed to the goa
al of being
Skånetraffiken, which is
totally frree of fossil fuels
f
by 2020
0. The trains are already being run by
y renewable electricity so
o the next
challengee is to replacee fossil fuels in the bus fleeets. The first and
a most imp
portant step tto fulfill the go
oal of 350
new bioggas driven busses was this decision
d
of maaking the pub
blic transport free
f
from fosssil fuels. With
h the clear
target set on replacingg all the fossil fuels in the public transp
port, there is no need for a specific pro
ocurement
d
into thhe following three sub targets (Source: [330]):
strategy. The goal whiich has been divided
• 20155: all city busees shall be fosssil fuel free;
• 20188: all regional buses shall be
e fossil fuel freee;
• 20200: service traveling shall be fossil fuel freee.
When it ccomes to the buses, the main strategy tto reach a fosssil fuel free vehicle fleet iss to run busess either on
renewable electricity or on biometthane. Skånettrafiken has been
b
doing biig efforts andd a majority of
o the bus
witched from diesel buses to CNG buses mainly. Sincce 2012 the eentire city buss fleet are
fleet has now been sw
n on CNG, exccept for a sma
all fleet of cityy buses in Lan
ndskrona whicch are electricc buses, and also
a many
being run
of the reggional/inter city buses have
e been switchhed to CNG. Out
O of 1,007 buses, 705 aree CNG buses and almost
63% of th
he CNG that are
a used in these buses is bbiomethane (SSource: [31]). This is all in lline with the goals that
have beeen set within BIOMASTER.
B

Figure 17: A filling depo
ot for CNG busses, a city buss (green) and a regional/innter city bus
n Skåne. (Picttures from ska
anetrafiken and Biogas Sydd)
in operation in

2.3.2 New biogas vehicles in the regio
onal and citty fleets in operation
Skåne Reegion is workin
ng actively tow
wards the goaal set on bein
ng totally fossiil fuel free by 2020. This go
oal is valid
for the en
ntire organizaation includingg all transportts, energy for electricity, he
eating etc. (So urce: [32]).
This meaans that all traansports, nott only the pubblic transports, needs to be
b done by reenewable fuel by 2020.
CNG vehicles (personaal cars and ligght duty vehiccles) and biom
methane is on
ne of the posssible solution
ns to fulfill
ernatives thatt are available
e and thus have been impllemented in large scale
this goal and is also one of the alte
When it comees to heavy ve
ehicles, Dual FFuel Methane
e Diesel engines, in combinnation with bio
omethane
this far. W
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either compressed or liquefied, is one of the best solutions that Region Skåne believes will be available in the
coming years (Source: [33]).
To make sure that the vehicles actually gets replaced and that the correct type of vehicles and fuels are chosen,
an action plan has been established containing a time schedule for when the vehicles that are being run on
fossil fuels should be replaced with vehicles run on renewable fuel. This plan comprises over a total of about
750 vehicles today, but there is also a goal to reduce the total number of vehicles by 2020 to about 625
vehicles. Some of the vehicles are possible to change straight away, but it will be more difficult to switch fuel in
some types of vehicles and geographical areas because of fuel infrastructure, special needs for function of the
vehicles etc. An interim goal is saying that 75% of the transport should be done with renewable fuels by 2016 if
the 2020 goal should be able to accomplish.
The action plan is already in the implementation stage and the number of CNG vehicles in the fleet of Region
Skåne is growing. The current number of CNG vehicles in the internal fleet is 249. The action plan has replaced
the need for a separate procurement policy and a strict plan has been showed to be even more effective than
vehicle policies, procurement policies etc. that have showed to have a weak point when introducing them to
the organization and in the stage of implementation (Source: [34]). These are not always followed and have
been more difficult to communicate in the organization.

2.4 Swedish national legislation for Dual Fuel Tractors
2.4.1 Background
The European regulation framework for using methane in dual fuel engines for heavy on road vehicles is
currently being developed and will be implemented with the Euro VI regulation (EC No 595/2009). But for non‐
road mobile machineries the development is far behind and a regulation for dual fuel vehicles in this area and a
regulation where alternative fuels are in place will probably not be carried out until 2020 (Source:
Jordbruksverket rapport 2012:5).
Because of the fact that the current European regulation for emissions for the non‐road mobile machinery,
97/68/EC, handles the complete type approval for these machines and the fact that every Member State is
compelled to implement the directive, the only solution for introducing dual fuel tractors will be to make
dispances for each machine. Tractor manufacturers however have said that they cannot invest in the
production as long as there is no true regulation in place. Dispensation are associated with risks and takes too
much time into account to be a suitable instrument (Source: Biogas Syd, Biogasdrivna dual fuel‐traktorer I
lantbruk, entreprenad och kommuner).

2.4.2 A Swedish national legislation – a shortcut to gas driven tractors
There are however some actions that can be done on the Swedish horizon. The first, and most obvious task, is
to stress the importance of a change of the current EC legislation for non‐road mobile machines. There is much
to learn from the work being done with on road heavy vehicles that can be introduced also for non‐road
machines.
The second task should be to introduce a national framework for conversion equipment for dual fuel used on
non‐road machines. The EC regulation 97/68/EC does not regulate this type of equipment and it is therefore
possible to make a national legislation with approval for convertion equipment.
There is currently such work being carried out already with funding from the Swedish agricultural authority
through a project called MEKA. The projects objectives is to convert a small number of machines with a
convertion equipment and to test the machines to be able to verify if they have the potential to reduce the
emissions compared to a conventional diesel engine. If the converted machines show that they have this
potential for reducing the emissions, a national type approval can be elaborated for the conversion equipment.
www.biomaster‐project.eu
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With a tyype approval for the convversion equippment, tractor manufacturers can introoduce machines on the
market w
without dispaance, which is one of thee goals of the
e project (Source: www.jjordbruksverkket.se and
www.jord
dbruksverket.sse).
Two tractors from thee tractor man
nufacturer Valltra have bee
en converted within the M
MEKA‐project so
s far and
d evaluated before and afteer the converrsion is being made. Emissioon testing is one
o of the
they will be tested and
portant test that
t
will be carried
c
out. TThe work with
h preparation of a nationaal framework and type
most imp
approval of the converrsion equipme
ent has also sttarted and is carried
c
out by
y the Swedish transport age
ency.

Figgure 18: One of the two tractors that haave been dua
al fuel convertted within thee MEKA proje
ect.
Phooto: Berit Haggren

2.5 Conclusion
ns
To build a market for a new fuel an
nd new vehicl es there are some
s
fundam
mental needs. What we can
n see from
how the market for CNG
C
cars has expanded in Sweden and Skåne during
g the last 10 year period and when
p year, it is qquite easy to see what parrameters thatt have to be in place to
looking aat the figures of sold cars per
market that haas potential to
o grow.
reach a m
C
cars wass quite slow aalthough there were some
e really stronng economic incentives
The deveelopment of CNG
between the years 20
004‐2008. The
e biggest diffeerence betwe
een 2009‐201
10‐2011 and 22008 was the
e fact that
s
built aand that therre was vehicle
e models that were attractiive for the
there were quite manyy new filling stations
oups that the incentives givves support too. In 2011 the
e tax reduction for fringe caars was questioned and
target gro
not prolo
onged more than
t
until 201
12. This show
ws that an em
merging marke
et needs suppport in all the
e different
parts of the market – incentives to actors b uilding infrasstructure, inccentives for vvehicle manu
ufacturers,
incentivees for end costtumers. All of these during the same perriod of time.
p
(or private)
p
is onne way of making a chan
nge in the veehicle fleets. Although
Public prrocurement policies
procurem
ment policies or
o procureme
ent strategies can be a use
eful tools, there are historiccally many exxamples in
the Skåne area wheree a procurem
ment strategyy or policy arren’t that effective. The m
main reason for
f this is
a a guiding document thann a strict gove
ernmental
probably the fact that policies are sometimes folllowed more as
nt. If a procurrement policyy for vehicles shall have fu
ull effect, it shall be compplemented witth a strict
documen
action plaan including which
w
vehicless to change, w
what fuels to choose,
c
etc.
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3 Strategies and policies to boost the gas vehicles market‐ Trentino
Province (IT)
3.1 Current situation in Trentino and Italy
3.1.1 CNG vehicles and filling stations in Italy
In Italy there are 37,093,930 registered vehicles of those, 34,635,048 (93.37% of the total) are petrol or diesel
cars (source: elaboration of Federpneus on data Automobile Club of Italy, 2012). 2,458,882 are green
technology vehilces (CNG, LPG or electric), 6.63% of the total. This is split: 680,949 CNG, 1,776,019 LPG and
1,917 electric. Considering the regional data, the region with the highest percentage of eco‐friendly cars is
Emilia Romagna (15.55%), followed by Marche (14.09%) and Veneto (9.08%). Elaboration also show that the
LPG‐powered cars in Italy are 1,776,018 (4.79% of the fleet), CNG‐powered cars are 680,994 (the 1.84% of the
fleet) and the electric ones are 1.916 (0.01% of the fleet). CNG cars account for 27.7% of the green cars in Italy:
52.2% of methane cars circulating in the north of Italy, 32.9% in the center of Italy and 14.9% in the south of
Italy.
Italy has the largest number of CNG filling station in Europe (figure below). There are 957 filling station
distributed in the country: 55.2% in the north, 28.4% in the centre and 16.4% in the southern of Italy. Only 34
CNG filling stations (3.5% of the total) are operating along the highway route and 52 are open 24/24h (5.4% of
the total).
In the 2012 the average price of CNG sold in the Italian market was circa 0.992 €/kg.

Figure 19: Distribution of filling stations in Italy
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3.1.2 CNG vehiccles andfilling stationss in Trentino
o
In Trentin
no there are more than 3,0
000 vehicles rrunning on naatural gas and
d in the last 220 years the region
r
has
shown a considerable increase of the
t CNG carss from only 178 vehicles in
n 1990 to 3,3300 at the end of 2011
%) and tripling the number of
o CNG vehiclees during the period 2001‐2
2005 (Source:: [35]).
(+1,755%

Figure
F
20: Grow
wing of CNG Ve
ehicle – Trentin
no

bove shows up
pdated data (e
end of 2011) oon Trentino Car and Truck Fleets.
F
Figure ab

Figure 21: CNG CCar and Trucks Fleets – Trentino

Regardingg the public transport vehicles, the mannagement of public
p
transport network in the Province of Trento
is a respo
onsibility of Trentino
T
Trasporti (TT Spa , member of the Trentino
o Network witthin BIOMAST
TER), who
have a fleet of 745 buses including 34 CNG urbann buses.
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Figure
F
22: CN G Bus of Tren
ntino Trasportti
ons, the region
n of Trentino Alto Adige haas a presence of 15 units, w
while Trentino
o Province
Regardingg filling statio
has on itss territory 4 units:
u
2 locate
ed in the cityy of Trento, 1 in the city of Rovereto andd one in the Valsugana
V
Valley.

Figure
e 223: CNG Staations ‐ Italy an
nd Trentino Ove
erview

well distributed and, unfortunately, outsside of the Ad
dige Valley
Natural ggas filling stations in Trentiino are not w
there is o
only one fillingg point, while
e in many areaas (like east and
a west part of the Provinnce) there are
e no other
natural gas filling statio
ons.
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3.1.3 The Trenttino Provincce legislatio
on
The Provincial legislatiion (source: [36]) defines tthe legislative
e foundation of
o the provinccial policy of incentives
ow environmeental impact and
a for the co
onversion of cconventional fuels with
for the purchase of veehicles with lo
uting fuels (Artticle 30 of the
e LP 11 March 2005, n. 3.):
less pollu
“The Provvince may ma
ake grants to the purchasee of vehicles with
w low envirronmental imppact and editing power
with less polluting fuells. Resolution of the provinccial governmeent define type
es of vehicles whose purcha
ase can be
edures for graanting assistan
nce. Such deccision shall bee taken after consulting
c
financed and the criteeria and proce
petent council committee".
the comp
motion of energy efficiencyy and renewabble energy acquires significcance relevannce if it is seen
n also and
The prom
especiallyy within strattegies and ob
bjectives of reelevance general that the provincial addministration gradually
establishees with its reccords, docume
ents and agre ements.
The Envirronment Enerrgy Provinciall Plan
The Environment Eneergy Provincia
al Plan (show
wn later as PEAP), approvved by Provinncial Governm
ment with
2
and upddated with re
esolution no. 1645 July 16,, 2010, consttitutes the
resolution no. 2438 of 3 October 2003
P
of T rento achieve
ement of nattional targets to reduce CO2 in the
contributtion of the Autonomous Province
implemen
ntation of thee commitments of Kyoto. TThis contributtion aims, as a goal for 20112, to reduce emissions
of carbon
n dioxide carb
bon of 300,000
0 tons/year w
with a series of
o measures based primarilyy on improved end‐use
civilian an
nd promotion
n of fuels with
h lower conteent CO2, in paarticular biom
mass and natuural gas. To acchieve the
objectivee, the PEAP prrovides a listing of shares aand the relative priority ba
ased on an effficiency ratio
o technical
and econ
nomic prioritiees are given in
n the followingg table:

Figure 234:
2
Environm
mental Energyy Provincial Plan: Differentt Type of interrvention

3.2

R
Review of existing strategies
s
and policcies

3.2.1 National investment
i
t grants to ccover the exxtra cost off gas vehiclees
The Goveernment Deveelopment Act (No. 134 /20112) introduced a measure to
t promote suustainable mo
obility also
through sstate grants fo
or the purchasse of low‐emi ssion vehicless (Source: [37]]).
The facilities for the purchase of ve
ehicles are in operation in the
t period 20
013‐2015, withh a total budgget of 120
uro. The grantt aims to enco
ourage the puurchase of alte
ernative fuel vehicles
v
(electtric, hybrid, na
atural gas,
million eu
biomethaane, LPG, bioffuels, hydroge
en) with emisssions of carbon dioxide (CO2) not exceedding 120 g/km
m.
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way it promotes the diffusion of low‐em
mission vehicles to reduce substances ssuch as CO2 and other
In this w
pollutantts, especially in the urban context, particculate matter and oxides off nitrogen andd sulfur.
Given thee testing natu
ure of the mea
asure, particuular technologgies are not prrivileged, but the emission limits are
taken in cconsideration, in accordancce with the la test recomme
endations on "technologicaal neutrality" expressed
by the Eu
uropean Comm
mission (CARSS 21) and the O
OECD.
With the goal of reduccing urban pollution, are addmitted to the
e incentives different categoories of vehicles:
• Cars;;
• Lightt commercial vehicles;
v
• Mop
peds and moto
orcycles and three‐wheelerr;
dbikes.
• Quad
ntives are aim
med mainly at company vehhicles and tho
ose for public use (taxi, car‐‐sharing, rental, service
The incen
line etc.) to support th
he developme
ent of sustainnable mobilityy through the disseminatioon of public an
nd private
fleets bassed on:
• the h
high kilometric average disttance of thesee types of veh
hicles;
• the increased proggrammability of the distancces;
motional effecct of public ve
ehicles on thee private userss, which show
w still some diistrust on low
w emission
• prom
vehiccles regardingg the purchase cost, perforrmance and eaase of refuelin
ng/rechargingg.
mize the efficciency of the
e measure froom the envirronmental po
oint of view, most of the available
To maxim
resourcess is subject to
o the scrappin
ng of a vehicl e more than ten years old
d. The only exxceptions are the funds
intended for vehicles with emission
ns no higher tthan 95 g/km
m (mainly electric and hybriid) that are open
o
to all
ate citizens, oon the view to
o spread these
e type of vehiicles. Incentivves for the
categoriees of buyers, including priva
purchasee of vehicles are part of a broader nationnal program in
n support of sustainable
s
moobility, which provides,
among otther things, a plan to enhance the chargging networkss for electric vehicles.
v
The m
measure is pa
art of a set
of measu
ures included in
i the so‐calle
ed “Developm
ment Decree" (DL
( 83/2012) during the Paarliamentary enactment
e
(L.134/20012) and prevviously developed by the apppropriate parliamentary in
nitiatives. It iss entitled "Me
easures to
encouragge the develop
pment of mobility by low‐eemission vehiicles overall" and it is locatted in Articless 17‐bis to
17‐ k of the Law 134/2
2012.
Facilities and availablee resources
A new veehicle factory at
a low overall emissions is eentitled to the
e following co
ontributions:

Figuure 245: Facilities
ble for the yea
ar 2013 amou nted to 39.4 million
m
euro.
The total funds availab
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Figure
e 256: Total ffunds availablle for the yearr 2013
hicles were reg
gistered, as shhown in Figure 26.
Since thee beginning of the initiative over 1,000 naatural gas veh

Figure 267: Increasingg of NGV sinc e the beginniing of the initiave (Nationaal Grants)

3.2.2 Tax reducctions for ussing gas veh
hicles in Tre
entino
In the Au
utonomous Province of Trrento, in accoordance with state laws in
n force on all the national territory,
motor veehicles, motorrcycles with two, three or four wheels, powered by an electric m
motor, enjoy exemption
e
from payment of vehiccle taxes for fiive years from
m the date of first
f
registratio
on. In particullar (Source: [3
38]):
•
•
•

nd motor veh
hicles used foor private purrposes exclusiively fuelled oon LPG or na
atural gas,
Passeenger cars an
provided that theey comply witth EU Directi ves on pollutting emissions, are subject
ct to the paym
ment of a
hicle tax provid
ded for the coorresponding gasoline vehicles.
quarrter of the veh
Vehicles powered
d exclusively by methanee and LPG, registered frrom 29/12/20010, have a five‐year
mption from th
he date of reggistration.
exem
Upon
n expiry of th
he five‐year exxemption, vehhicles powere
ed exclusively
y by natural ggas or LPG, must match
the vvehicle tax red
duced by 75%.
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3.2.3 Subsidies to convert cars to gass in Trentino
o
Beneficiaaries of subsidies are publicc entities, busiinesses and private individu
uals, are dom iciled or resid
dent in the
ho buy a new vehicle or am
mend the pow
wer of motor vehicles
v
with lless polluting fuels. The
Province of Trento, wh
e
for sup
pport are regaarding the purrchase of new
w electric or hyybrid vehicles:
types of iintervention eligible
ectric mopedss;
• new quads, motorrcycles and ele
anufacturer) nnew vehicles with low
• new vehicles fuelled with LPG or CNG (appproved directtly by the ma
emisssions of CO2;
• assisted bicycles;
• Modification of caars’ engines from petrol to LPG or methaane.
d or purchased with the beenefits of the LP
L 29.05.1980
0, n. 14, art. 3 e can not be sold
s for at
The vehiccles converted
least threee years from
m the date of execution
e
of tthe operation
n, on penalty of withdrawaal of assistancce granted
and the rrecovery of an
ny amounts paid. The conttributions are not cumulative with similaar facilities granted, for
the samee intervention,, based on ava
ailable provin cial (LP 6/199
99), national and internatioonal. (Source [39]).

(*)The incentives can
n not be combined with otheers granted forr the same inte
ervention, in Ac
According to provincial
nal, internationnal or with reference to mun
nicipal initiativees (Regulation (EC) n.
legislattion (eg. LP 6//1999 ), Nation
1998/22006 of 15 Deceember 2006).

Figure 8: Subsidies tto convert ca
ars to gas in Trrentino

3.2.4 Subsidies in Trentino
o to methan
ne filling sta
ations
The APIA
AE (Provincial Agency for th
he promotion of economic activities)
a
defined interventtions in favou
ur of the
installatio
on of fixed plaants for the su
upply of naturral gas for veh
hicles (Source: [40]).
“Fixed plants” means the set consisting of: fillinng machine, tube gas supply and the ppower supplyy line. The
he equipmentt and costs related to its im
mplementationn fall within th
he eligible
contributtion to the cosst of buying th
expenditu
ure.

F
Figure
279: Intterventions inn favour of the installation of fixed plannts

3.2.5 Developm
ment of a biomethanee tractor
Tractors and self‐prop
pelled agriculttural machinees can use bio
ofuels in their internal com
mbustion engines, as an
um diesel (Sou
urce: [41]).
alternativve to petroleu
www.biomaster‐projecct.eu
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ng diesel tracttors can use B5
B biodiesel/ddiesel blend right
r
now; mo
ost of them ruun well with B20.
B
Some
All existin
can run B
B100 with som
me adaptations.
The use of bioethanol, biomethane
e and hydroggen on tractors is at one’s fingertips: m
methane/diese
el tractors
exist; eth
hanol engines already run on
o cars, hydroggen propelled
d engines are being studiedd.
CNG has also been in
nvolved in ongoing researcch into naturral gas, as it believes thatt monofuel natural gas
est choice fo r agricultural applications, as they prooduce 25% lo
ower CO2
tractors are in many ways the be
mpared with diesel combusttion.
emissionss and 95% less nitrogen oxiide when com
In 2011 SSteyr unveiled
d a prototype for the first eever productio
on tractor pow
wered by natuural gas, the Steyr
S
Profi
4135 Nattural Power, equipped witth a turbochaarged monofu
uel CNG engine made by FPT Industria
al. Market
launch is scheduled for 2015 (Source: [42]).
n options available for a bioomethane traactor:
Today theere are 3 main
1) Dual fuel (diesel + methane) with
w low meth ane blend (0‐‐50%)
aa. TIER 4 exxhaust treatme
ent system haave to be used
d
b. lower fueel cost reductiion benefit
cc. simpler in
nstallation, few gas tanks
d
d. no autonomy problem
ms
%)
2) Dual fuel (diesel + methane) High methane blend (70‐95%
aa. The meth
hane percenttage to avoid the complexx TIER 4 exha
aust treatmennt system is likely high
(>70%), today this is no
ot yet proved on commercial engines
b. higher fuel cost reducttion benefit
cc. more com
mplex installattion due to a larger numbe
er of gas tankss together wit h the diesel ta
ank
d
d. autonom
my problems, most
m of the fuuelis methane.
% methane
3) 100%
aa. simple exxhaust treatm
ment system too meet emissions legislation
n
b. lower noise
cc. higher (optimized) efficiency with reespect to dual fuel engines
d
d. highest fu
uel cost reducction benefit
ee. Only gas tanks
ff. autonom
my and methan
ne availabilityy are still an isssue.

Figure 28:
2 The biomeethane tracto
or developed by Steyr
ect SOLCO ai ms to develo
op a 100% me
ethane tractoor. The main issues are
In the Prrovince of Treento the proje
regardingg:
• Integgration of a methane
m
engin
ne FPT INDUSTTRIAL (100 kW
W) through the
e developmennt of a specific frame in
cast iron;
em for biometthane (9 cylind
ders for a tota
al of about 500 kg of methan
ne).
• Integgration of the storage syste
www.biomaster‐projecct.eu
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Figure 29: Bi omethane tra
actor conceptt

3 Storage syystem and specific cast iron frame
Figure 30:
ne towards an
n „energy inddependent fa
arm“. This
This project is a partt of the strategy to spreaad biomethan
he Figure 31: this type of ffarm is self‐su
usteinable from the energyy point of view
w and it is
concept iis shown in th
able to usse its waste to
o produce fue
el.

Figurre 31: The eneergy independ
dent farm strategy
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3.3

FFleet deve
elopment strategy ffor CNG/b
biomethan
ne vehiclees

The city of Trento hass a project su
upported by tthe Ministry of Environme
ent, the muniicipality of Trrento, Fiat
D
Energgia (partners oof BIOMASTER), whose aim
m is to reduce emissions especially in
Research Center and Dolomiti
D
the lasst two years, tthe research allowed a study on the usee of hydro‐me
ethane ‐ a
the historical centre. During
of hydrogen and
a natural ga
as‐ and the deesign of an inffo‐telematic system for conntrolling daily activities,
mixture o
which will certify the environmenta
e
l impact redu ction and incrreased efficien
ncy of operatiions.

Figurre 32: Trentino
o: Waste Collecction Truck devveloped by CRF and DE partneership

ere developedd for waste collection (owned by Dolom
miti Energia): three will
In 2012, five Iveco Daily models we
NG and two on
o a mix of CN
NG/hydrogen. The new flee
et of natural gas
g trucks willl replace diese
el vehicles
run on CN
operatingg in the city centre
c
and will
w fuel hydroo‐methane at a special pla
ant set up byy Dolomiti Ene
ergia. The
project in
nvolved a totaal investment of € 930,0000: € 538,547.4
41 were provided by the M
Ministry of Envvironment
and the rest was funded by Dolomiti Energiaa. Within thiis project, th
he importancee of the bio
o‐methane
on has been underlined
u
toggether with thhe anaerobic digestion
d
proccess and the ssubsequent purification
productio
of differeent types of biiomass, such as
a agro‐industtrial biomass (animal waste
e, scraps) andd the organic fraction
f
of
municipaal waste (MSW
W). About the
e follow‐up off this project, in the future
e it could be ppossible to re
eplace the
70% of naatural gas (intto the fuel ble
end) with the bbiomethane produced
p
by the waste.

3.4

C
Conclusion
ns

The spreaad of natural gas vehicles in Trentino iss satisfactory and in constant growth thhanks to the strategies
implemen
nted by the public government, whichh provides in
ncentives for the purchasee of vehicles with low
environm
mental impact.
In the pu
ublic sector, th
he use of metthane as a fueel is already a reality due to
t its use in thhe passenger transport
sector (TTT Spa alread
dy has a flee
et of natural gas buses). There are also some reseearch projectts for the
developm
ment of a natural gas / biomethane agriicultural tracttor and the usse of methanee‐hydrogen mixtures
m
is
being tessted in waste collection
c
in the historic ce nter of Trento
o.
ement biome thane as a ve
ehicle fuel due to a lack off legislation at
a national
Currentlyy it is not posssible to imple
level.
efines the biom
methane as a vehicle fuel and
a that regulaate its use.
In fact there is not still a law that de
pens, biometh
hane will findd a secure fo
ooting in Tren
ntino, joiningg methane an
nd further
As soon as that happ
f
encouragging the use off alternative fuels.
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4

Sttrategies and policies tto boostt the gas vehiccles market ‐
Maałopolskka Region
n (PL)

4.1 Current situation in Małopolsska and Po
oland
Currentlyy in the Małop
polska Region there are fouur CNG fuelingg stations: two
o in Krakow, oone in Trzebina and one
in Tarnow
w. The largest users of CNG
C
are pubblic transport companies. In total 42 bbuses are op
perated in
Malopolsska, 29 in Tarnow, 8 in Trzebina
T
and 5 in Krakow. There are 2 CNG garbagee trucks in operation in
Tarnow, one of the first in Poland,, as well as ssome commerrcial transport vehicles useed by fleet off discount
Biedronka”, one
o
of these
e trucks is inn the Malopolska region. Among the examples of
o NGV in
chains „B
Małopolsska, a CNG am
mbulance is being
b
operatedd in the Malo
opolska Colum
mn of Sanitaryy Transport in
n Tarnów.
This vehicle was passeed by the Carp
pathian Divisiion of PGNiG Company in 2009.
2
Howeveer, the vast majority
m
of
he Małopolskka region, estimated to be approximately 300 units are mainly smaall commercia
al vehicles
NGV in th
and passeenger cars, ussually private ones.
One of th
he main barriers restrictingg the growth number of companies using CNG vehiccles, and the growth of
the numb
ber of NGVs, is
i the very poorly developeed network off filling station
ns. As a result,
t, the market is growing
slowly. A
Additionally, the
t absence of
o any speciaal incentives from the State, with the exception off one, the
exemptio
on from excisee duty until 31
1 October 20113, has impactted negatively
y on the NVG ttake up.

33: Lo
ocations of CN
NG filling stattions in Malop
polska
Additionaally, a numbeer of other barriers or obsttacles can be indicated that reduce the attractivenesss of using
NGV. Theese include reggulations introduced in 20112 that ban se
elf‐fueling at stations
s
by thee users of succh vehicles
and blockked the operaation of self‐se
ervice CNG st ations. Filling station workers can fuel ggas vehicle (po
owered by
CNG or LP
PG) only if havving passed a special traini ng.
Other exxample concerns the need
d for additionnal cyclic testts of pressure
e cylinders. TThe regulation
ns require
inspections of new cyylinders in the
e vehicles, deespite providin
ng all certifica
ate of approvval. After 10 years,
y
the
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tanks must pass the strength test under high pressure, more than 50% of working. It requires the dismantling
of the tanks, and later its re‐assembly. It is also related to additional costs for vehicle owners. Disposable
components of the system must be replaced. In the other European Union countries steel cylinders have to
withstand 20,000 cycles of filling up, which means under certain assumptions, they can work even 20 years
without such research.

4.2 Review of existing strategies and policies
CNG market is characterized by weak growth in Poland. This is due mainly to the lack of appropriate legislation
and other support systems for CNG market, for example economic instruments: e.g. subsidies, taxes, fees.
Today, the only form of support for CNG is zero excise duty on the fuel, which, unfortunately, in the coming
months will be withdrawn. However, action has been recently taken that can lead to an increase in the market
share of CNG automotive fuels.

4.2.1 Investment grants to cover the extra cost of gas vehicles
Investments for the installation and use of CNG can be applied to a number of institutions and internal and
external funds. Among funding institutions, there are the Bank of Environmental Protection, the National Fund
for Environmental Protection and Water Management (National Fund), Municipal Funds for Environmental
Protection and Water Management, County Funds for Environmental Protection and Water Management and
Structural Funds.
It is possible to co‐finance the costs: construction and equipment of gas compression stations, assembly of CNG
gas installation in used vehicles, pilot projects, expert opinions (Source: [43, 44]).
The National Fund for Environmental Protection and Water Management, acting as the national operator of
Green Investment Scheme (GIS ‐ Green Investment Scheme) coordinates the project "Gazela – the Low‐
emission Urban Transport". The project proposes the following types of aid: regional aid, aid de minimis, aid in
the form of compensation for services of general economic interest. Through Gazelle, depots can apply for up
to 100% financing for the purchase of such a vehicle. The minimum amount the municipality may request that
8 million. The program will be implemented in 2013‐2014 (Source:[45]).
Another program to encourage the development of the CNG is program KAWKA. Its main objective is the
elimination of low emision, support for energy efficiency and the development of distributed renewable energy
sources. The program objective will be achieved by reducing emissions, especially particulate matter PM 2.5,
PM 10, and CO2, through among others the construction of CNG refueling station and/or electricity charge
station for supply urban public transport (Source: [46]).

4.2.2 Subsidies to convert cars to gas
In the recent years, despite the relatively low share of CNG in the national fuel market, programs are appearing
whose aim is to promote the installation of CNG in cars, vans and buses.
An example of these projects is the promotional campaign "CNG ‐ Pure Modern Gas" (2012), which aims to
promote CNG as an automotive fuel which is the most sustainable, cheap and safe. Participants of the action
may be eligible for funding of CNG installation under the conditions specified in the rules of the project
(Source: [47]).

4.2.3 Free parking or lower parking fees
Some Polish cities like Katowice, Szczecin introduced free parking or reduced parking fees for electric and
hybrid cars, not yet for CNG cars (Source: [48, 49]).
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4.2.4 Increased availability of vehicle models
The situation regarding the availability of CNG vehicles is similar to other European countries. Leaders in this
field is the group Fiat‐Iveco, which offers CNG in almost every car model not only passenger cars but also in
vans and trucks. A wide range of NGV vehicles is also presented by Volkswagen and Opel.

4.2.5 Reduced excise taxes on biomethane (compared to conventional fuels and also to
CNG)
CNG used as a fuel for the propulsion of motor vehicles is currently covered by a zero rate of excise duty.
However, ss of 1 November 2013, 1 m3 of compressed natural gas will be subject of excise duty of € 0.9 and
will increase the after‐tax rate of about € 0.10 cents for drivers (Souce: [50, 51, 52]).

4.2.6 Exemption or reduction from access/congestion charges
At this time for Polish users of CNG cars, solutions like exemption or reduction from access/congestion charges
are not available.
However, there is a growing interest of local authorities in intelligent transports systems solutions:
determination of the congestion zone and ecological zones may be a prerequisite for the introduction of
preferences in the future for ecological cars and releasing them from the congestion charge (Souce: [53]).

4.2.7 Knowledge, information and awareness about biomethane use in vehicles
At the moment in Poland, biomethane is seen as new fuel which can be a source of environmental and
economic benefits. In 2013, it is estimated that 1 billion m3 of biogas will be produced in Poland, according to
the program prepared by the Ministry of Agriculture with the possibility of doubling. Experts confirm that
Poland has a lot of unused waste generated in agriculture and agri‐food industry, that instead of being in
landfills or disposal can be a significant source of biogas and biomethane.

4.3 Fleet development strategy for CNG/biomethane vehicles
4.3.1 Introduction
The development strategy of fleet of vehicles powered by CNG/biomethane has been prepared on the example
of municipal waste management company in Krakow. The creation of municipal NGV fleet through the
purchase and operation of a small "pilot" fleet of garbage trucks fuelled by methane will be a practical test of
solutions used in other European countries, as well as in other Polish cities, in the local conditions. It has to let
define the conditions and direction of future municipal fleet development in respond to the challenges of
economic, technological and environmental nature. In the first stage it is planned to purchase 10 NGV garbage
trucks that will work in an area which features a CNG refuelling station. The results of these pilot activities will
determine the next steps in the implementation of the municipal fleet development policy.

4.3.2 Stage I ‐ pilot fleet of 10 NGV garbage trucks
Even for fleet operator of hundreds of vehicles, the decision to invest in cars fuelled by another fuel,
additionally more expensive to buy than the currently used, requires a lot of efforts and investments. Initial
calculations of the profitability of such investments are burdened with a high level of uncertainty, particularly
in light of the changing environment regulatory. In addition, not all of the cost factors can be precisely
estimated. Especially during the initial period both the drivers, dispatchers and service staff of such vehicles will
have to learn them. Another important factor is the scale effect: as long as the number of NGV will be small
compared to the whole fleet, any additional costs for maintenance and service, including purchasing new
workshop equipment, additional staff training, perhaps recruitment of new specialists, etc. will be settled on
the small number of vehicles. Therefore, it may take some time to achieve the expected benefits of lower fuel
prices.
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Selecting an area for the pilot operation
For the avoidance of capital costs associated with the construction of the new station, in the first stage of
implementation of the strategy, it is better to direct municipal NGV fleet to the area where there is already a
CNG refuelling station. Despite the serious shortage of such stations, both in Poland and Małopolska, in Krakow
there are two, one in the north and one in the north‐east part. The second one, belonging to the largest Polish
gas company – PGNiG (partner of BIOMASTER), is characterized by high refuelling efficiency (600m3/h), and it
is adapted for refuelling of passenger cars, trucks and buses. It is here that five Krakow NGV buses are supplied
with CNG. NGV garbage trucks will be directed to the waste collection in the north‐western part of the city. This
will allow refuelling CNG on the PGNiG station. Figure below indicated the location of the refuelling stations in
relation to the headquarters of MSWM (partner of BIOMASTER), where there is also a depot of municipal
vehicles as well as Barycz landfill where garbage trucks are unloaded. Red colour indicates the area where NGV
garbage trucks will operate Bronowice).

Figure 34: Location the most important waypoints of municipal vehicles
Selection of municipal vehicles, fuelled by methane
Immediately after the decision to launch the operation of NGV fleet for garbage trucks, it will be carried out a
recognition of the current offers of such vehicles. Currently, garbage trucks powered by methane are offered
by virtually all the major manufacturers of municipal vehicles. Selection of specific company as well and models
of vehicles will be made as a result of the bidding procedure. The most important selection criteria will include,
among others:
• Vehicle price,
• Operating costs,
• Costs, conditions and requirements of the service,
• The length of the warranty,
• Fuel consumption, the requirements for the quality, type of power supply (mono‐ bi‐fuel),
• Range of vehicle,
• Performance, handling and ergonomics,
• Compliance with current and future environmental standards.
• Other.
It is recommended to purchase new vehicles with factory‐installed gas. In this way the chances of obtaining
representative results for the type of vehicle will be significantly greater than in the case of used vehicles
testing and / or with a non‐factory gas installation.
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Estimates of economic efficiency
Among the variety of vehicles belonging to MSWM, four garbage trucks were selected, whose mileage and fuel
consumption can be considered as representative of that part of the city. The collected data, including the
average monthly distance and fuel consumption during the three months of this year are summarized in Table
below. On their basis, a simplified analysis of a simple payback period of purchasing such vehicles was done. It
was assumed that the price of a vehicle powered by CNG is 20% higher than diesel vehicle, and the
consumption of CNG in m3 is 20% higher than diesel in dm3. The calculation does not include any increased
cost of service and maintenance of CNG vehicles, as well as possibly higher financial costs (in case of credit).
The estimated payback period for the purchase of NGV garbage trucks is of course dependent on mileage. In
the case of vehicles whose mileage is more than 3,000 km per month, the payback period is less than two
years, and for those with mileage less than 2,000 km per month is longer than three years. Assuming a lifetime
of vehicles ranging from 6 to 10 years, the investment in NGV, even without the additional payments, may be
attractive.

Figure 35: Data and calculations of financial aspects of NGV garbage trucks purchase
The sources and methods of financing investments
Purchasing a pilot fleet of vehicles can be financed from the company's own funds, from the loan or based on
the lease. However, the possibility to obtain at least part of the required amount from external funds will
undoubtedly contribute significantly to accelerating the decision to start the project. The possibilities of
obtaining funds for investment in this type arise from time to time with the start of a variety of projects at
national and European level. Accurate recognition in this area should be carried out in the period immediately
prior to use strategies.

4.3.3 Stage II: Opportunities and directions of NGV fleet expansion
In the case of success the pilot fleet, i.e. the achievement of the expected economic effects, and gaining the
necessary experience in the use and maintenance of NGV vehicles, the possibility of enlarging the CNG fleet will
be considered. At this stage it is worth to consider various options for development.
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Variants of fleet development
The development of the municipal vehicle fleet powered by CNG and, in the future by biomethane, can be
carried out in different directions and according to multi‐various scenarios. The specific path will depend on
many factors including the financial conditions as well as constantly changing national regulations. The latter
ones can involve both technical and environmental requirements as well as legal and financial registers. Among
the analysed scenarios for the evolution of the fleet should be mentioned these concerning:
• Vehicles:
o purchase of new garbage trucks vehicles from factory‐fitted with a gas installations, as a
replacement of life vehicles,
o assembly of gas installation in older vehicles currently in use,
o expansion of NGV fleet on the other municipal vehicles (such as street cleaning, etc.).
• Vehicle power:
o vehicles power supply by gas on the quality of CNG (CNG, bio‐methane or a mixture thereof),
o adapting vehicles for gas combustion with a lower content of methane (than natural gas )
resulting for example by mixing with biogas CNG,
o use of biomethane/ biogas from biogas plants supplied by cisterns from outside the city,
o use of own biogas captured from landfills to prepare fuel blends,
o extending opportunities for LNG supply vehicles.
• Infrastructure:
o continued development of NGV fleet in the area of existing refuelling station, without having to
incur the cost, but with little chance to use biomethane (eventually only indirectly ‐ when it would
be injected into the gas network in Malopolska),
o building your own inner CNG and biomethane filling stations adapted for slow refuelling (at the
depot),
o the construction of filling stations at the depot, also available for other users NGV (adapted for
fast and slows refuelling).
„Pilot+” fleet
With the gaining experience with the use of NGV vehicles and obtaining a positive economic impact from the
use of such vehicles in the area of Bronowice (the area of the filling stations), the pilot fleet of NGV garbage
trucks can be increased to the level of "pilot +". At this stage, it should be examined the opportunity to
purchase further new CNG powered vehicles or upgrade older diesel garbage trucks already in use, by installing
gas installation in them. However, a fleet expansion without having to build own point of vehicles refuelling,
can be done only for the neighbour region of existing CNG stations. It is estimated that around this part of
Krakow at least 30 of municipal vehicles can operate without incurring in extra costs associated with access to
the station.
Promotion activities
Promotion activities are a very important part for enlarging circle of well‐wishers and supporters of CNG and
biomethane fuel. They should accompany to all activities related to the construction and expansion of the NGV
fleet as well as market for CNG and biomethane. Advantages of methane (CNG / biomethane) over other fuels,
especially in the environmental aspect are still little known to the general public. At the same time, promotion
of methane fuels fit well in the current environmental campaigns, such as the improvement of air quality in
Krakow or management of organic waste (biogas production).

4.3.4 Stage III: Build an own CNG fuelling station in the depot of municipal vehicles
The construction of filling stations is an expensive undertaking and not always cost‐effective, under present
conditions in Poland. This is evidenced by numerous examples in the past two years, the decommissioning of
filling stations by the largest operator ‐ PGNiG. Achieving profitability of filling stations is dependent on many
factors, but the most important is a good size and performance of the station and the expected amount of gas
sold. However, own refuelling station seems to be a necessary step in the development of NGV fleet. It allows
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among others for independence from external suppliers, to optimize of times refuelling, as well as to reduce
the cost of refuelling.
Selection of the basic parameters of CNG / biomethane filling stations
Choosing the type and efficiency of CNG filling stations is dependent, among others, on the following criteria:
• required time and efficiency of refuelling,
• the size of the tanks of compressed natural gas (founded refuelling time),
• types of used distributors,
• projected reserve development.
Designing the CNG refuelling stations (CBG with a capacity greater than 20 m3/h) may have two solutions:
• slow refuelling station (equipped with two or more medium‐sized compressors),
• fast refuelling station (equipped with two or more compressors with high efficiency and properly sized gas
storage with a capacity appropriate to the time required for refuelling).
Choosing the compressor, depends on gas grid parameters, like supply pressure and possible performance. The
higher is the supply pressure, while maintaining the same performance, the lesser will be the investment
(compressor with fewer degrees) and operating costs. Other important parameters are:
• the planned number and size of tanks filled of CNG (number of vehicles),
• planned station load; time / days.
Fuelling efficiency
To ensure the possibility of a promptly refuelling of vehicles arriving to the stations (both own and external), it
is necessary to have the high performance refuelling. At the same time, to reduce the cost of energy, it would
be advantageous to provide opportunities for all night refuelling of vehicles present in the depot. In this case, it
is necessary to equip the stations with a system of slow refuelling, much cheaper because of the type of
compressors and their energy consumption. Therefore, if the construction of the station is prepared for both to
operate own fleet of vehicles, and as public source of fuel methane, should have two independent systems:
fast and slow refuelling. Estimation of the demand for fuel and refuelling efficiency for its own fleet should not
be a problem. It is more difficult to do so in the case of high‐performance system, which will be used also by
external NGV users especially in the long term. In this case, advantageous solution would be a so‐called
modular station, whose capacity can be increased when the number of clients increases. An example of
modular filling stations, allowing for the expansion in the range of 120 to 600 m3/h is KwangShin station.

Figure 36: Modular station KwangShin ‐ Series from 120 to 600 m3 / h [Source 54]
Supply of fuelling station
All public CNG filling stations in Poland are powered from natural gas grid. This is the most convenient option
to gas supplies. Stations, which are located in the city, should not have any problems with the connection to
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the natural gas network. However, in most cases, supplying of methane gas by another way, usually
transported by truck cisterns, in liquefied or compressed form, is also possible. This option will be chosen
mainly when it is not possible to connect the station to the gas network or to provide the appropriate
performance or gas pressure. Road transport of methane can also be attractive for its lower price in that form
of distribution, as well as in the case of acquisition of biomethane from distant biogas plant.

4.3.5 Expanding the range of refuelling station for biomethane
Not without reason, the issue of the use of biomethane appears only in the last step strategy: commercial
system that allows for the production of biomethane still has not been built in Poland. There are only a few
research purification installations of biogas to natural gas quality. Therefore, the prospect of
biogas/biomethane as a fuel in vehicles is still distant. It is nevertheless necessary to prepare the ground for the
use of biomethane by developing a fleet vehicles powered by CNG. It is possible to distinguish several
possibilities for provision of biogas/biomethane:
• Biomethane in the gas network. From the point of view of the recipient, this could be completely
unnoticeable. It is the most effective way of increasing the number of vehicles powered by biomethane.
However, the usual share of biomethane (taking into account the experience of other countries such as
Germany) is small.
• Biomethane delivered in the form of compressed or liquefied, road transport of biogas plant located at a
significant distance from the refuelling station. This variant is most likely, in Polish conditions, at least at
the initial stage of development of the biogas market. Currently we are dealing primarily with the
development of agricultural biogas plants located outside the cities, where there is the largest number of
potential biomethane buyers.
• Biomethane transported by pipeline from a nearby biogas plant. This solution is particularly preferred
and recommended due to the low transport costs. If the owner of biogas plant is also owner of fleet, there
are possible synergies by producing fuel for their own needs, without having to face additional costs.
• Biogas with increased methane content delivered to filling stations, with fuel mixture prepared by
mixing it with natural gas. In this case, the biogas is upgraded to a quality lower than natural gas, with CO2
content of around 10‐20%. This biogas, after delivery to filling stations, is mixed with natural gas from the
network, creating a fuel mixture. The quality of such mixture will likely be (depending on the mixing ratio)
lower than biomethane. Therefore, this requires adaptation of engines to its combustion. This solution is
recommended to power own fleet of vehicles that will be operated in a limited area.

4.4 CONCLUSIONS
The development of municipal fleet vehicles fueled by methane in the Polish conditions is a difficult and
expensive undertaking. The atmosphere of uncertainty about future gas prices and legal and technical
requirements also does not encourage for new investments. No installations producing biomethane, and even
the lack of information about the their future locations, do not allow for accurate determining of transport and
distribution cots.
For these reasons, the phased development of the local market for biomethane is proposed. This allows for
gradually build‐up of the fleet and infrastructure, as well as the accumulation of experience from the operation
of the municipal NGV fleet. In the first stage, the vehicles will be powered with CNG from the existing station,
and only in the later stages it is planned to build own stations and replacing or complementing natural gas with
biomethane.
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5 General Conclusions
Biomethane has the potential to be a key fuel in the private and public sector, and this is where it is most likely
to succeed.
The 4 participating regions, Małopolska Region (PL), Norfolk County (UK), Skåne Region (SE) and Trentino
Province (IT) show an heterogeneus situation that can vary deeply for every sites.
In Norfolk County (UK) biomethane is full of potential. The government is supportive of biomethane in fleets,
and the combination of the green gas bus fund, emission standards, a drive for corporate social responsibility
and the lower fuel costs have lead to biomethane being extremely attractive for fleet managers. Staggered
introduction of vehicles will increase biomethane usage whilst spreading the cost of infrastructure investment
and provide a steady reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. In the UK, biomethane is perfect for fleets and
locally operated coaches/buses. This is where the technology has the most potential, and that is already
starting to happen.
In Trentino Province (Italy) biomethane is not yet an available option but there is a strong spreading of NG
vehicles. The Environment Energy Provincial approved by Provincial Government (the target is to reduce CO2
emissions in the implementation of the commitments of Kyoto) provides a series of measures based primarily
on promoting fuels with lower content CO2, in particular biomass and natural gas. Incentives and tax reduction
on the purchasing of NG vehciles are already available.
In Skane Region (Sweden) what can be seen from the expansion of market for CNG cars during the last 10 year
period and when looking at the figures of sold cars per year, it is quite easy to see which are the parameters
that have to be in place to allow a growing of the market. The development of CNG cars was quite slow
although there were some really strong economic incentives between the years 2004‐2008. In 2011 the tax
reduction for fringe cars was questioned and not prolonged more than until 2012.
In Małopolska region (Poland) biomethane fleet is the key of the future, especially because of the absence of
the biomethane, which is not so far produced in Poland. In addition, CNG market in Poland is experiencing
stagnation or even regression: the number of public CNG filling station has systematic decreased since 2011.
There is practically no preferences for methane as a fuel in Poland, additionally it has been planned excise tax
rise for CNG this year. Under these conditions, an expansion of the NGV may seem risky. The above strategy for
the development of the fleet of CNG and biomethane, in perspective also based on municipal vehicles, seems
to be the optimal course of action; especially for cities such as Krakow, facing on one side the urgent need to
reduce air pollution and on the other one the problem of managing organic waste (that can be a source of
biogas).
Finally, It is important to underline how biomethane represents an emerging market that needs support in all
the different parts of the market – incentives to actors building infrastructure, incentives for vehicle
manufacturers, incentives for end costumers (at least in the initial phase of market boosting). All of these have
to be ready during the same period of time in order to avoid the emergence of ‘chicken and egg’ dilemma (as,
for example, a lack of vehicles causing a lack of refuelling stations, and a lack of refuelling stations causing a
lack of demand for vehicles).
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